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Introduction
Porn fans have been amazed for almost twenty years by the tsunami of cum that Peter North is able to
unleash on the faces, tits and asses of all the sexiest pornstars. His cumshots are truly legendary and
anyone who likes seem facials, creampies or big gulp swallowing whores will be able to appreciate the
great job Peter does giving these sluts what they need!

Adult Review
Any porn fan of the last 20 years is well aware of Peter North and his cum shooting prowess. If you like seeing ladies getting
facialed, creampied or showered in splooge then a guy like North is the stuntcock you want them filming with... because his
loads are truly legendary.
  
  Thankfully his site doesn't feature him exactly, it features the women he has fucked through the years in some of their best
performances ever. Going all the way back to Classic starlets like Erica Boyer, all-time icons like Ginger Lynn and modern
day divas like Silvia Saint. North has fucked them all... and left a wide wake of spunk for them all to swim home in!
  
  The site itself is top quality, with over a thousand scenes filmed in 720x480 widescreen DVD quality. Some of his early
works have been remastered to improve their clarity and sound, but if you watch them you can see the progression through
the years from early plot-based porn to the hardcore gonzo smut style that is popular these days. The one thing that remains
constant through it all is North and gattling-gun of cum he fires off at his fuck-targets in every scene!
  
  Normally a full monthly membership to the official website of Peter North would cost you about thirty bucks. However, The
Tongue has arranged a discount price of just $14.95 per month for full monthly access to this site and all the Included Sites
listed on the right side of our review if you sign-up by clicking the Free Preview button on this page. It's just one more reason
to let TheTongue tastetest the internet for you... one lick at a time!

Porn Summary
Years of quality performances, hundreds of amazing pornstars and monster loads so large that they have become the stuff of
legend. Peter North puts the C in cumshot and this site is like a museum of his finest masterpiece works of sexual artistry!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The cumshot king finally has his own official website!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 82
Support: 90 Unique: 90    Taste: 91        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Tera Patrick (90) ,Silvia Saint (88) ,Curry Creampie (88) ,Cumshot Oasis (86) ,Hairy Undies (84) ,Devils Film (Preview) ,
White Ghetto (Preview) ,Squirtalicious (Preview) ,Silverstone DVD (Preview) ,I Swallow Peter North (Preview) ,Big Fat
Creampie (Preview) ,Motherfucker XXX (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Classics, Cum Shots, Hardcore, Natural, PornStars, Straight, Vintage

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $14.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Twice
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